
Keep it simple Get Trained Don't go Alone Don't Rush Prepare for emergencies
No food - 3 weeks

No water - 3 days No shelter - 3 mins Severe Accident - 3 seconds

Always layer your survival kit, keeping the most important items on your body.
In preparing your survival kit, select items that can be used for more than one purpose.
Case for survival kit should be waterproof, durable and easy to attach to the body.
US Marine Corps Winter Survival Course Handbook Barry Davies BME, SAS Escape, Evasion, and Survival Manual, 1996.
FM 21-76, Survival, 1992. John Wiseman, SAS Survival Guide, 1986.Andy

Zippo sponsor us? [4] (http://www.zippo.co.uk/contactus.php) Get a load of lighters (make sure they work) GOT 4

Flint / spark making fire lighting equipment (get bit of metal off dad, pick some flint up along the way) [3]
(http://www.survivalschool.com/articles/Fire_Making/flint_steel.htm) 

Piece of rubber tyre Tom, Andy (knackered bit of tyre + tube - GOT)
Coat regular non-safety matches in wax

Waterproof matches (pick up along the way

Candle Tom, Andy (GOT) Potassium Permanganate, with container of sugar or anti-freeze.

Prepackaged Tinder - Cotton Balls and Petroleum Jelly GOT (vaseline does slow burn incredibly well)

Various sized hooks (GOT - could do with some bigger hooks) Various sized sinkers/weights (GOT)
Metal leaders and swivels (GOT 1) Small weighted jigs ??? Fishing line (GOT)- could do with some higher poundage line.
Think about the size of fish for that environment when selecting weights and sizes.

Commercially Manufactured Aircraft Cable Tie Wire/ Comm Wire (Tom's got the wire)
Snares

MRE Cheese Spread, Jelly, or Peanut Butter Package
Bait Fishing Bait 550 Cord for Gill Net and Trap Construction

Engineer/Marking Tape (GOT - Gaffer)
Sling shot rubber and pouch (GOT) Large treble hooks ??

Folding plate? Fork and spoon Mess tin
Ortlieb make a folding sink/water container/shower tray/multipurpose receptacle that is recommended by the folks who cycled the 
whole length of Africa - it was their most useful item.
Universal sink plug

Cooking pot with lid - also for use as storage container
MSR 22oz bottles - fit in bike bottle cages [6] (http://www.msrcorp.com/stoves/bottles.asp) GSI saucepan
Bike Buddy (http://www.bikebuddy.com) - 2 litre fuel storage Siga bottle cage Trangia Multi-fuel ExtremeGB
MSR Dragonfly [7] (http://www.msrcorp.com/stoves/dragonfly.asp) - variable heat for Tom's cooking needs
MSR XGK [8] (http://www.msrcorp.com/stoves/xgk.asp) - the stalwart and most flexible, recommended here
(http://www.rutmans.org/Trek/gear.html) )

Primus Omnifuel

MSR Windshield - has protector from wind - saves fuel

Iodine TabletsExtremeGB Betadine Solution Iodine Solution Bleach Water purifier - Katadyn

10 litre water bag Metal container for collecting, boiling water and storing survival kit Water bottle / container
Bladder (GOT - Andrew) Millbanks bag Canteen Plastic Bag
Plastic/Metal/Glass Container which contained no petroleum products.

Mirror (GOT - Andrew)

Equipment
Survival Kit
For camping equipment see Accommodation. For bicycles, spares and related stuff see Bike.

General Information:

See Nomad website for some specialist stuff we havent already got [1] (http://www.nomad.co.uk) . Seek and find discount/ sponsorship.

Mac 
Mackenny [2] (http://www.maxadventure.co.uk/) 

References for survival guide: 

Fire starting items.
KMnO4 is 
often 
included 
in survival 

kits along 
with either 

glycerine or a glucose tablet for the 
purposes of making fire. The glucose tablet can be ground up, mixed with the potassium permanganate and caused to combust by applying 
friction. It can also be mixed with anti-freeze from a vehicle (a source of glycols) to produce flame, although this can be dangerous and 
should be done in a controlled manner, such as dipping some paper into the anti-freeze and then adding a small amount of potassium 
permanganate. The ability to sterilise water and wounds is another reason for inclusion in a survival kit. [5]
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potassium_permanganate) 

Food
Procuring
Fish

Game

Consuming
Mess

Cooking

Water
Making Safe - Filtering, Purifying
Water Disinfecting Chemicals.

Storing

Signalling
Day



Whistle Pyrotechnics (Smoke, Pen Flares) Air Panels/ Brightly colored material
Fire - burn wet evergreen over wide area box-frame type fire
International Signals - V = Require assistance X = Require medical assistance Arrow = Proceeding in this direction. Create
these signs out of whatever you can find. Dead trees, mounds of soil, anything.

Rocking from side to side. This can be done during the day or in bright moonlight.1.
Making green flashes. This is done with a signal lamp during dark nights.2.

Making a complete circle to the left during the day or in bright moonlight.1.
Making red flashes. This is done with a signal lamp during dark nights.2. Pyrotechnics (Pen Flares, Star Clusters)

Lights (Flashlight, Strobe, Chemlight) Whistle Buzz Saw

Small nail brush (like a shoe polish brush) - good for scrubbing clothes. (GOT - Andrew) Razor Tom, Andy
Travel Towel (microfibre) ExtremeGB Wet Ones (Got - Andrew) Toilet paper/tissues Tom, Andy
Multi-purpose camping soap (such as Dr. Bronner’s or Campsuds) (also for shaving) - (Andrew - Got some normal soap)
Condoms (hold 2l water each) Tom, Andy (Andrew - Got a few, but need many more) Scalpel x 2
Sterile needle kit (Getting from Nurse - Andrew) Anti-malarials (Buy before going into area)
First-aid kit ExtremeGB (Got - Andrew) Dia calm (Got imodium - Andrew) Toothbrush Tom, Andy Toothpaste Tom, Andy
Sunscreen + lipbalm Tom, Andy (could do with higher factor - Andrew) Sunglasses Tom, Andy(from Lyon)
Talc powder for feet (GOT - Andrew) Insect Repellent (at least 50% DEET) ExtremeGB Band-Aids (GOT- Andrew)

Steristrips
Adhesive Tape (in first aid kit) Non-stick pads, 4x4’s, Gauze, Battle Dressings (Got some stuff in first aid kit) Muslin Bandage
Butter flies w/ Super glue Anti-septic ointment Salt Sugar Eye Wash Alcohol prep pads Suture Kit Scalpel
Vile of Yarrow

550 Cord. Wire. Communication wire Tie wire

Tent (each) + pegs & accessories - see Accommodation ExtremeGB poncho space blanket (got - Andrew)
Sleeping bag + stuffsack ExtremeGB

Rollmat ExtremeGB 2-3 Bungees at least 2 foot long Tom, Andy Bivi bag Tom Andy Ear plugs (got - Andrew)

Maps + waterproof map holder if not part of bar bag - see Navigation ExtremeGB as part of bar bag
Good compass + backup Tom, Andy Flashlight (preferably a LED headtorch e.g. Petzl Tikka) Andy x5,000,000

From ExtremeGB - Tatonka Tec Belt [9] (http://www.outdoorgb.com/p/tatonka_tec_belt/) 
Money belt Gaffa Tape Andy

String/cord Tom
Zip ties Andy? Hose clamps Andy Journal Tom, Andy Sketchbook Andy Pens & pencils Tom, Andy
Knife Andy x2 Multipurpose tool (e.g. Leatherman, Gerber) ExtremeGB diary books superglue

Dollars are accepted almost worldwide.
Credit cards (at least 2) [10] (http://www.moneysavingexpert.com/cgi-bin/viewnews.cgi?newsid1106765397,71685,) 
Debit card [11] (http://www.moneysavingexpert.com/cgi-bin/viewnews.cgi?newsid1106765397,71685,) 

Passport Visas Drivers license Passport photographs Photocopies of above Document pouch
Travel Insurance and photocopy of all papers Vaccination certificates Fake wallet with expired cards to give to bandits
blood group info

Camera equipment Tom GPS ExtremeGB Batteries and battery charger Mobile phone Tom
Chargers & accessories (tripod)

Hopefully Ecotopia will sort us out with this
Energy system (batteries/solar charger/dynamo/adapters etc) - see Technology mp3 player

Sleeping bag liner Poncho/Basha/backup shelter kit Hydrapak/Camelbak Plastic or metal mug

Aircraft will indicate that ground signals 
have been seen and understood by:

Aircraft will indicate that ground signals have 
been seen but not understood by: 

Night

Health, Hygiene and First Aid
Miscellaneous

Shelter
Cordage

Finger Saw

Sewing Kit with Needles for construction/repair of clothing. Sewing kit and strong thread - Glean from Mother

Tentage

Navigation

Misc

Money

Documents

Tech-a-thon

Non-essential

Clothing
Layering



2 pairs lycra padded bike shorts 2 bike shirts or synthetic t-shirts for biking 3 pairs bike socks 1 pair biking gloves
1 pair biking overshoes 1 pair trekking shoes or light trail boots 2 pairs wool or thermal socks
1 long underwear outfit (long sleeve shirt and long-johns, wool or synthetic) 1 waterproof breathable rainsuit (trousers and jacket)
1 warm sweater or fleece jacket 1 long-sleeved t-shirt (for Muslim countries/sun protection)
2 pair of zip-off trousers (see above) 1 sunhat 1 pair of wrap-around/closed-sided sunglasses
sandstorm face mask, scarf - buff thin balaclava waterproof mitts thin gloves Shimano MT90 MT70 and MT51
Diadora 'Chillis' spd sandals Keen Taos

Comfortable

Get smelly after a while Base layers Lowe-Alpine Dri-Flow

Gore-Tex fleecey gloves Neck and leg gators (sexy) Helmet (pair of nutjobs)

Silk weight polyester Patagon Lowe-Alpine Washable hat, provides shade. A 'Tilley' is ideal.
Lightweight long-sleeved top, could be cotton or technical fibre.

Wool Animal hide Technical clothing- warm, lightweight but breathable.
Cheap down jacket (doubles as pillow)- can be picked up then discarded Animal hide - boot making.
Fur - warm boots, hat, coat etc -can be bought or made.

Manageable Can add and remove to control heat as needed

Make Your Own (http://www.backpacking.net/makegear.html) gear!!!
Pack sizes, and what you can get into them (http://oase.uci.kun.nl/~mwsk49/packs/) 

Bradt Guides (http://www.bradtguides.com) Lonely Planet (http://www.lonelyplanet.com) 
Rough Guides (http://www.roughguides.com/) 

Very well thought out: http://www.ridingthespine.com/gear/gearlist.html
The Totally Knackered Tour http://www.timbarnes.ndo.co.uk/equipment.htm
Across Asia kitlist [12] (http://www.rutmans.org/Trek/gear2.html) 

Contrary to popular belief, it is not clothes that keep someone warm: it is the air held within clothes and in between the layers of clothes which
do this. This trapped air is warmed through body heat, providing insulation against the colder open air. Obviously the colder it becomes, the 
more layers of trapped air are required. Layering also assists in keeping the body at constant temperature as when several layers are worn 
the removal or addition of one adjusts the insulation appropriately. If only one or two layers are used however, small variations in the 
insulation cannot be made.

Different layers have different uses. These are the four basic garment categories: not all are always necessary yet when the temperature is 
cold, several from each layer may be required.

The Under Layer
Next to the skin, it needs to remove the bodies sweat as quickly and efficiently as possible.

A thin, stretchable material such as polyproylene or other modern fabrics are most suitable as it must stay close to the skin to work
effectively.

The Mid Layer
Used in colder conditions to form additional insulating air layers, the mid layer also requires good wicking properties for rapid removal of 
excessive or continuous perspiration. More than one mid-layer is often required during the winter.

The Outer Layer
Used over either mid or under-layers, the outer-layer is required to restrict the amount of air allowed to pass through it. A low amount of air 
flow allows evaporation of sweat from the layers beneath, but it should not be sufficient to disturb the insulating air. The outer-layer is likely to 
be thicker, but should remain flexible and have well cut arms and shoulders so as to not restrict body movement.

The Final Layer
The primary function of a waterproof is as its name suggests to prevent water ingress. If water penetrates the outer layer, it is quickly 
absorbed by the clothing underneath. This can remove much of the air trapped within the cloth, and so conducts body heat out where the 
additional effects of evaporation develops further, unwanted heat loss.

It is not usually advisable for a waterproof to be worn for periods of riding under ambient or normal conditions. This restricts the airflow which 
allows sweat to evaporate resulting in the wearer over perspiring on climbs, then becoming cold on descents.

The Lower Body
Waist down requirements are quite specific for mountain biking. The saddle area needs a certain amount of padding which can only be 
supplied by a pair of cycling shorts with an insert. There is no realistic alternative. Legs also need covering on all but hot days. Unlike other 
outdoor activities, the wind chill created when mountain biking usually requires trousers of some sort. These need to be fairly stretchy, very 
flexible, have a long back to cover the kidney area and should be close to the skin. Modern cycling tights, especially bib tights (with shoulder 
straps) are most suitable.

Essential
See what we get from Kukri...

1 pair 
SPD biking shoes

Possibilities

Natural fibres

Technical fibres

Accessories

Hot Climate

Cold Climate
Need to prepare beforehand

Fabrics

Layers

Bags and Packing

Guide books
Tear out useful sections:

Other kitlists
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